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Summary: This study compares the SIBIS2002 survey data on information-communication technology (ICT) 
developments among establishments in selected 7 EU countries (Finland, France, Germany, Spain, Italy, UK, 
Greece) with the Slovenian RIS data for same year. The key findings are as follows: 

- With respect to the basic infrastructure, Slovenia shows relatively high penetration of general ICT, such as  
computers, Internet access, Web sites, call centers. Here, Slovenia is on the EU-7 average and in some 
aspects even above the average. However, when it comes to more elaborated technologies, a gap appears,  
e.g. video-conferencing (Si 7% vs. EU-7 15%), Intranet (Si 12% vs. EU-7 28%), EDI (Si 3% vs. EU-7 13%),  
and Extranet (Si 3% vs. EU-7 6%).

- The share of Slovenian companies that experienced some type of security breaches in last 12 months is  
dramatically higher compared to EU (75% vs 19%). However, this basically refers to viruses, while other  
types were in fact much less frequent in Slovenia (unauthorized entry, manipulation of software application, 
identity theft, on-line fraud). Another difference is that Slovenian companies perceive the largest threat from 
hackers and other anonymous sources, while in EU the internal users and customers present significantly 
higher danger. Nevertheless, the largest difference arises in the aspect of formalizing the security policy -  
only 8% of Slovenian companies have some formal security policy documented (EU- 35%).

- Slovenian companies expressed more positive attitudes towards e-Government compared to EU. We already 
observed such trend in SIBIS General Population Survey (GPS). However, opposite to GPS - where 
considerable lag was found with respect to the actual usage, the Slovenian companies show approximately  
the same level of e-Government activities compared to EU.

- The R&D (Research and Development) activities are present in approximately the same percentage of  
companies in Slovenia as in EU (i.e. 40%). However, in Slovenia much less employees are involved in  
R&D. In addition, these activities are much less formalized in Slovenia - we encounter formal R&D 
divisions/sections much less frequently in Slovenia compared to EU.

Ljubljana, October 2003
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1. Executive Summary

1.1.The RIS project and the SIBIS project

The project RIS (http://www.ris.org) at the Centre for Methodology and Informatics, Faculty 
of Social Sciences, University of Ljubljana, has been conducting regular surveys related to the 
information society since 1996. This also includes business/enterprise surveys. 

The  SIBIS  (SIBIS+)  project  is  a  geographical  extension  of  the  SIBIS  to  the  10  Newly 
Associated States (NAS), where extensive elaboration of contemporary indicators had been 
performed. The indicators were tested in 2002 for 15 EU countries (and Switzerland and US) 
on the General  Population Survey (GPS). In addition to GPS survey,  the Decision Maker 
Survey (DMS) and the survey of public R&D personnel was also piloted in 2002 within 7 EU 
cuntries (Germany, France, Italy, Finland, UK, Greece, Spain). 

However, with SIBIS+ project only the GPS (face-to-face survey of the population n = 1,000 
in each country) was performed in all 10 NAS countries in early 2003.  Nevertheless, the 
existing  RIS  2002 data  on  Slovenian  enterprises  allow the  comparison  of  DMS between 
Slovenia  and  7  selected  EU  countries  (Finland,  Germany,  Spain,  Greece,  Italy,  UK  and 
France), because the regular annual RIS2002 survey included majority of the SIBIS variables.

This study is thus based on two data sources: RIS DMS 2002 and SIBIS DMS 2002. The 
former was conducted in November and December 2002 and the majority of analyses have 
already been done and published on the web site http://www.ris.org/. RIS DMS 2002 included 
many of the questions from SIBIS DMS 2002, while some of traditional RIS DMS indicators 
sufficiently cover the remaining indicators from SIBIS DMS 2002. 

Substantial effort has been put into the comparisons of the results and the methodological 
harmonization. Despite this, there still exist certain limitations in comparisons, which derive 
from the differences between the two surveys. In some instances these differences present a 
seriously threat to the validity of the results and a special warning is put at such occasions.

1.2.Methodology

First, let us point to the common features of both surveys. Both surveys:

• have been performed over the telephone

• have been performed in 2002 

• in both surveys the person responsible for information technology was surveyed

• in both surveys the sample size was  around 1,000 per country. 

However, there were also some differences:

• The SIBIS DMS survey was performed in Spring 2002, while the RIS survey was 
performed at the end of 2002
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• The SIBIS DMS survey was a quota sample within selected sectors, while RIS 
survey was representative survey of all companies and sectors, stratified into four 
strata according to the sizes of the companies.

• The response rate was much higher in Slovenia, over 60% (with substantial 
differences according to the size of the company), while in SIBIS it was generally 
much below 20%.

• Some questions were not completely identical and even if they had the same 
wording, sometimes the flow of the questionnaire was not completely identical, what 
created some differences in filtering responses.

• The weighting procedures were designed differently.

Due to the above differences, new weights were calculated for Slovenian data, so that they 
reflect the comparable structure to be paralleled with the EU-7 countries. As there is more 
than one option for weight construction, in many graphs we present three different results 
according to three different weights. We used three weighting strategies:

• Weight2 is the weight that matches the Slovenian structure of the number of 
companies (establisment weights) with the EU sector size structure. It produces the 
official number of establishments (i.e. 37,000) structured into sectors according to 
SIBIS EU data. Such weighting overestimates the number of establishments, as they 
are not all really active. It also slightly overestimates the number of employees 
(494,000).

• Weight3 is the weight that matches the Slovenian structure of the companies 
according to the number of employees in the Slovenian population  (employee 
weighted I) and with the EU employee sector sizes. The weight gives smaller number 
of companies (23,000) and the right official number of employees (450,000).

• Weight4 is the weight that matches the Slovenian structure of the number of 
employees to the official number of employees (employee weighted II) and also with 
the EU employee measured sector sizes. The weight gives smaller number of 
companies (23,000) and the right official number of employees (450,000). The 
difference to the Weight3 is the intepretation:

o with Weight 4 we say that certain percentage of companies – which are 
employee weighted meaning that the data match the population numbers of 
employees (and not the population numbers of establishements) - has certain 
ICT;

o with Weight 3 we say that this percentage is actually the percentage of all 
employees in the companies with certain ICT characteristics. It seems that this 
weight fits into the SIBIS structure, while Weight 4, which is more usual for 
employee weighting, gives similar results to Weight 2.

The data for Slovenia presented here thus do not represent the situation in Slovenia, but the 
situation that would occur when the EU-comparable structure of the establishments is 
observed in selected sectors that were included in the SIBIS survey. However, the differences 
are not very large.
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1.3.Key findings 
Data are presented in six chapters, following the structure of the SIBIS survey:

1. Basic Indicators

2. Module B: Basic ICT

3. Module C: e-Commerce

4. Module D: Security

5. Module F: e-Government

6. Module E: R&D
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2. BASIC INDICATORS

Despite some methodological difficulties it can be confirmed that Slovenia is around or above 
EU average in basic ICT prerequisites, i.e. the access to the Internet and Web sites. 

Slovenia is highly rated in Internet penetration (Figure 1), regardless of size of the enterprise 
(Figure 2) or sector (Figure 3). But one must be aware that leading position might be the 
effect of the non-response in EU surveys. However, it is more likely that the traditionally high 
position of Slovenia in basic Internet penetration – present in households (see SIBIS+Topic 
Report: Slovenia http://www.ris.org/sibis/docs/Slovenia.pdf, SIBIS Pocketbook 2002/3 http://
www.sibis-eu.org) – manifested in companies too. 

Percentage of the companies with their own Web page is around 60% what is also the average 
of the EU-7 countries (Figure 4). According to the size of the company (Figure 5) we can see 
that small establishments are slightly above average, while acertain lag can be seen within 
middle-range  establishments  (with  200  to  499  employees).  According  to  the  sector,  the 
companies  in  primary  sector  (manufacturing,  energy,  mining,  construction)  and  third 
(financial  and business  services)  sector  are  among leading  in Europe,  while  in  secondary 
(distribution,  catering,  communication  and  transport)  and  fourth  (public  administration, 
health, education and other social/personal services) are slightly straggling behind EU average 
(Figure 6).

On the other hand Slovenia is not matching EU average regarding the usage of more advanced 
technologies, e.g. Intranet, Extranet and EDI technologies (Figures 7 - 15). 

Let us summarise the Slovenian position in figures of BASIC INDICATORS:
− Leading position among surveyed  countries  in  Internet  penetration  (SI  98%; EU-7 

89%);
− Around EU-7 average in Web site penetration (SI 60%; EU-7 61%);
− Certain lag behind EU-7 average in use of Intranet (SI 51%; EU-7 56%) and Extranet 

(SI 9%; EU-7 16%), but still ahead of Greece;
− Considerable lag in use of EDI (SI 6.5%; EU-7 30%);

3. MODULE B: OTHER BASIC ICT

Other basic ICT indicators presented here refer to the usage of video-conferencing systems 
and usage of call centers.

Video-conferencing systems are rarely used in Slovenian enterprises. Only approximately 7% 
of enterprises already use some video-conferencing systems, while the average in EU-7 is 
17%. The highest percentage in EU-7 has Finland (31%) (Figure 16).

Percentage of enterprises that uses call centers in Slovenia is 27% what puts Slovenia on third 
position among surveyed countries, just behind Finland (34%) and Greece (Figure 17).

4. e-COMMERCE

In the area of e-business Slovenian data face some additional problems compared to basic ICT 
variables and also to other sectors, where comparisons were relatively straightforward. The 
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additional problem here in this section is the fact that the e-commerce turnover was asked in a 
slightly different way in Slovenia.

High percentage of establishments which sell goods or services via the Internet (SI1 in Figure
18) is mostly caused by less restricted question for measuring Internet sales1. If we limit sales 
over  the  Internet  to  the  establishments,  which  are  producing  profit  with  sales  over  the 
Internet2,  position  of  Slovenia  changes  significantly  (SI2 in  Figure  18).  When comparing 
results  with  EU-7  we  must  take  into  account  that  additional  filtering  question  for  the 
establishments in EU-7 was presence of Web site.

In most EU countries percentage of the companies selling goods over the Internet is rising 
with the size of the company. In Slovenia on the other hand (similar to companies with their 
own  Web  site)  leading  role  in  selling  goods  over  the  Internet  are  playing  mid-range 
enterprises (Figure 19). E-commerce is highly presented in third and fourth sector, but the 
fourth sector (according to its purpose) is not making profit with e-business (Figure 20, Table
4). 

Slovenia has a similar structure of B2B/B2C sales as EU countries on average. In most cases 
online sales present up to 5% of total sales. Slovenian enterprises lag behind EU in the usage 
of Internet to purchase goods or services – the two estimates for Slovenia differ significantly 
(Figures 21-24; Tables 3-6).

For the enterprises that are already selling goods and services over the Internet the intensity of 
e-Business was measured through the percentage of e-Business in the whole turnover. 

While with B2B in EU the on-line orders are presenting 5% or less of all orders, in Slovenia 
two different samples were used to produce estimation of on-line salesment: 28% (SI13) of 
enterprises which are selling on-line get 5% of all orders in B2B (EU-7 5%); on the other 
hand among enterprises which are producing profit from on-line sales, this percentage is 2% 
(SI24)  (Figure  25).  It  seems  that  establishments,  which  are  making  profit  from  selling 
goods/services over the Internet in Slovenia, are very intense (similar to Finland) – majority 
of them (3%) are namely producing over 25% of all B2B sales over the Internet.

In B2C sales more than 25% (SI13) of enterprises get less than 5% of all orders on-line. Share 
within enterprises which are also making profit with on-line sales (SI24) is much smaller – 1% 
and lags behind EU-7 average (6%). On the other hand 5% of those enterprises is getting 
more than 25% of all B2C orders on-line (EU-7 2%) what points out that on-line sales within 
those enterprises are very intense (Figure 26).

On the other hand ordering/purchasing goods or services on-line is not widely present among 
Slovenian  establishments.  Also  in  this  case,  two different  samples  were  used:  among  all 
establishments which have Internet access, 37% is using Internet to order/purchase goods or 
services, what is just a little bit behind EU-7 average (EU-7 41%) (SI15 in Figure 27); among 
companies, making profit from e-commerce themselves, this percentage is very small – only 

1 Question »Do you sell goods or services over theIinternet« was posed to all companies which a) have/prepare/plan acces to  
the Internet; and b) use/prepare/plan e-commerce – noted as SI1
2 Question »Do you sell goods or services over the Internet« was posed to all companies which a) have/prepare/plan acces to  
the Internet; b) use e-commerce; and c) make pofit with e-commerce – noted as SI2
3 Question »How large is a share of your total sales to businesses that are conducted online?« was posed to all companies  
which a) have/prepare/plan acces to the Internet; b) have/prepare/plan e-commerce; and c) acceptin on-line orders B2B;  
B2C – noted as SI1
4 Question »How large is a share of your total sales to businesses that are conducted online?« was posed to all companies  
which a) have/prepare/plan acces to the Internet; b) make profit with e-commerce; and c) acceptin on-line orders B2B; B2C 
– noted as SI2
5 Question »Do you use the Internet or other online services to purchase goods or services?« was posed to all companies  
which have/prepare/plan acces to the Internet – noted as SI1
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11% of tem is also using internet to order/purchase goods or services (SI26 in Figure 27), what 
puts them on last position among surveyed countries.

On-line orders in B2B are in most cases presenting up-to 5% of MRO goods (SI1 59%: EU-7 
62%); for one third of establishments they represent more than 25%, what is the largest share 
among surveyed countries  (EU-7 8%).  Different  structure  can be seen among companies, 
which are using and making profit with e-commerce. Among them, 35% (SI2) are purchasing 
online up to 25% of MRO goods (8% of them up to 5%), and 35% (SI2) more than 25% 
(Figure 28).

Major obstacle for the implementation of online sales in Slovenian enterprises is the fact that 
their  suppliers  do not  sell  online  (Figure  30)  and concerns  about  data  protection/security 
issues (Figure 31). These are also much higher than in EU countries on average.

The results also indicate that Slovenian enterprises are not very familiar with e-marketplaces. 
This is probably the result of underdeveloped e-marketplace services in Slovenia. Less than 
6% has participated in the trade on e-marketplaces (EU-7 10%), only with the catalogue-
based offering/purchasing of products/services. 

Slovenian position in figures [e-COMMERCE]:
− Sales over the Internet are present in 10% (SI2) of Slovenian enterprises (EU-7 12%), 

and they are mostly present in small and mid-range enterprises. 
− B2B sales are present in less than 5% of total sales to 29% (SI1)/2% (SI2) Slovenian 

enterprises  (EU-7  5%),  between  5%-25%  of  total  sales  to  13%  (SI1)/2%  (SI2) 
Slovenian  enterprises  (EU-7  2%),  and  over  25%  of  total  sales  to  2%  Slovenian 
enterprises (EU-7 2%);

− According to the less restrictive methodology Slovenia has the leading position with 
45% of enterprises selling goods or services via the Internet (EU-7 18%), and 13% 
according to restrictive methodology. Both estimations are above estimations of Spain 
and Italy. The largest share of enterprises in Slovenia is selling to businesses, followed 
by sales to consumers and public sector.

5. SECURITY

With increased usage of computer networks within establishments, security issues turn out to 
be  more  and  more  important.  Comparing  to  the  EU-7,  security  breaches  in  Slovenian 
establishments are very frequent. 

In past 12 months, 75% of Slovenian establishments experienced at least one problem, related 
to computer security (Figure 38). Most common problems in Slovenian enterprises as well as 
in EU-7 were computer viruses. Almost 96% of Slovenian companies experienced problems 
with a computer virus in past 12 months (93% EU-7); while other problems as unauthorized 
entry to internal networks, manipulation of software applications,  identity theft and online 
frauds are very rare (Figure 39, Figure 40).

The  largest  risk  group  that  presents  threat  to  the  company’s  security  is  supposed  to  be 
computer hackers and internal users (i.e. employees), while customers, suppliers/competitors 
and formal employees seem not to be very consequential (Figure 41). 

6 Question »Do you use the Internet or other online services to purchase goods or services?« was posed to all companies  
which a) have/prepare/plan acces to the Internet; b) have e-commerce; and c) make pofit with e-commerce – noted as SI2
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A Slovenian establishment in most cases does not have an information security policy – only 
8% have one. This puts Slovenia on the last position among surveyed countries (EU-7 35%) 
(Figure 41). Active security as the usage of firewall  is also relatively low – only 28% of 
Slovenian establishments have their  network behind firewall,  while EU-7 average is 44%. 
However, this may be also the effect of hosting policy in Slovenia, where companies may 
have their own server more rarely. Instead they host the Web site at their ISP.

6. e-GOVERNMENT

Usage of e-Government services depends not only on establishments but also on number of 
services provided by governments in surveyed countries.

Among Slovenian establishments 27% are already using on-line media for providing payment 
of social contribution for employees (EU-7 24%); 19% are declaring taxes (EU-7 20%) and 
14% are submitting statistical  data online (EU-7 25%) (Figure 44). This puts Slovenia on 
EU-7 average with respect to the mere on-line interaction with the government. The finding is 
much opposite to the GPS of the general populatinon, where Slovenia was severely lagging 
behind EU.

Perception  of  usability  of  public  services  on  the  Internet  is  also  close  to  EU.  Among 
Slovenian enterprises 32% agree or agree somehow that public services on the Internet are not 
useful  enough (EU-7 31%) (Figure 45).  As already mentioned,  that  depends on services, 
provided in surveyed countries. 74% of Slovenian enterprises also agree or agree somehow 
that public services on the Internet are faster than traditional way (EU-7 80%) (Figure 46). 
31% of Slovenian enterprises agree or agree somehow that usage of public services on the 
Internet require special  equipment  or software (EU-7 41%) (Figure 47) and 60% of them 
agree completely or somehow that usage of Internet for public services reduces number of 
mistakes, made by public authorities (EU-7 57%) (Figure 48).

Trust into the usage of the Internet for public services according to perceived security issues is 
also to be improved, while only 30% of Slovenian companies agree completely or somehow 
that public services on the Internet are as safe as using them in traditional way (EU-7 40%) 
(Figure 49). This is perhaps the major difference in Sloveniaa compared to EU with respect to 
the e-Government – it seems that Slovenian companies trust less into the security features of 
on-line communications. 

More than 90% of Slovenian enterprises agree completely or somehow that public services on 
the Internet make it possible to deal with authorities at more convenient times (EU-7 82%) 
(Figure 50) and 81% of them agree completely or somehow that they make it possible to deal 
with authorities at more convenient locations (EU-7 89%) (Figure 51). 

What  is  even  more  encouraging,  only  20% of  Slovenian  enterprises  agree  completely  or 
somehow that public services on the Internet are difficult to use (EU-7 26%) (Figure 52). 

Overall,  with respect  to  the attitudes  toward e-Government  the  EU-7 companies  are  very 
similar to Slovenian ones, with Slovenian companies having slightly more attitudes towards 
the usage of e-Governement.

7. RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
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Research and development in Slovenian establishments is close to the average among 
surveyed EU-7 countries from the aspect of mere performing the R&D activity, as 44% of 
establishments has some activities in research and development (EU-7 41%) (Figure 54).

However, with respect to the percentage of employees working in R&D activities – of course, 
only within the companies that report R&D - the average across companies is much smaller in 
Slovenia (27%) compared to EU-7 (41%) (Figure 55). Similarly, in Slovenia the percentage 
of establishments with a formal R&D unit among all establishment that perform some R&D 
activity is also much smaller (37%) compared to EU-7 (55%) (Figure 56).

ANALYSIS
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8. Basic Indicators

Within the first topic (Figure 1 to Figure 15) basic indicators are presented, such as Internet  
penetration, establishments with their own web page, establishments with Intranet, 
establishments with Extranet and establishments that use EDI (exchange of data information).

The first question “Does your organization have access to the Internet?” was answered by the 
responsible person for information technology. Figure 1 shows that altogether 93 % of 
Slovenian establishments have access to the Internet (weight 3, EU-7 88 %), or 91 % of all 
establishments (weight 2, EU-7 75 %). We would like to emphasize again that the share “91 
% of all establishments with access to the Internet” more precisely reflects “establishments 
with access to the Internet, which represent 91 % of working population”. The lowest Internet 
penetration has Greece (weight 2 - 63 %; weight 3 – 76 %).

B02: Does establishm ent have access to World Wide Web, Internet?
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Figure 1 – Establishments with Internet access.

Base: All establishments, N=974, different weightings
Questions: SIBIS B2; RIS INT1
Source: SIBIS DMS 2002, RIS DMS 2002
Vprašanje RIS: Ali ima vaša organizacija dostop do interneta?
Odstotek tistih, ki imajo dostop do interneta (odgovor 1= DA, IMA DOSTOP).

Figure 2 shows answers of the establishments that have access to the Internet (and have 
accordingly answered the question about access with YES), in relation to the company size 
(micro, small, middle-sized, big, the biggest). Figure 2 demonstrates that with increase of 
establishment’s size (or number of employees), consequently Internet penetration increases. 
This is valid for all the observed establishments (smaller deviations can be noticed for Great 
Britain). The biggest establishments (500 employees and more) have Internet penetration 100 
%.
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B02: Does establishm ent have access to World Wide Web, Internet?
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Figure 2 – Establishments with Internet access by size.

Base: All establishments, N=409, N=263, N=154, N=65, N=83, weighted by employment
Questions: SIBIS B2, A05; RIS INT1, ZAPOS
Source: SIBIS DMS 2002, RIS DMS 2002

Figure 3 shows Internet access according to representations by sectors. The highest Internet 
penetration for all countries can be seen in sector 3 (financial and business services). It is over 
90 % (SI 96 %; EU-7 93 %). Slovenia is above EU-7 average in all four sectors.

B02: Does establishm ent have access to World Wide  Web, Internet?
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Figure 3 - Establishments with Internet access by sector.

Base: All establishments, N=408, N=326, N=198, N=42, weighted by employment
Questions: SIBIS B2, NACE; RIS INT1, SKD
Source: SIBIS DMS 2002, RIS DMS 2002
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Percentage of establishments that have Web site is shown in Figure 4. Finland has the highest 
percentage (77 %) and Greece has the lowest one (45 %). Slovenia is located somewhere in 
the middle (60 %) and is slightly behind the EU-7 average (61 %).

C01: Inform ation put on the  Internet, i.e . w ebsite?
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Figure 4 – Establishments with web page.

Base: All establishments, N=235, different weightings
Questions: SIBIS C01; RIS HP0
Source: SIBIS DMS 2002, RIS DMS 2002
Vprašanje RIS: Ali se vaša organizacija predstavlja na spletnih straneh?
Odstotek tistih podjetij, ki imajo spletno predstavitev (odgovor 1=DA, ALI SAMOSTOJNO ALI V SKLOPU KROVNEGA 
PODJETJA).

Figure 5 presents percentage of establishments, which have their own Web site according to 
the size of the establishment (micro, small, middle-sized, big, the biggest). With increasing 
size of the company (i.e. number of employees), also share of establishments with own Web 
site increases (Slovenia is above, but close to EU-7 average in category of small 
establishments, but in category of big establishments it is below the EU-7 average. The 
highest differences are in establishments with 200 to 499 employees (SI 44 %; EU-7 74 %).
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Figure 5 – Establishments with web page by size.

Base: All establishments, N=106, N=60, N=41, N=11, N=17, weighted by employment
Questions: SIBIS C01, A05; RIS HP0, ZAPOS
Source: SIBIS DMS 2002, RIS DMS 2002

Figure 6 shows representation by sectors. The majority of Slovenian establishments that have 
Web site are from financial sector (88 %), followed by sector 1 (manufacturing, mining, 
energetic, construction) – around 75 % and sector 4 (public administration, education, health, 
social work and other personal & social services) – around 48 %. The lowest results are in 
sector 2 (distribution, hotels & restaurants, transport, communication, catering) - around 41 
%.
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Figure 6 – Establishments with web page by sector.

Base: All establishments, N=89, N=78, N=54, N=14, weighted by employment
Questions: SIBIS C01, NACE; RIS HP0, SKD
Source: SIBIS DMS 2002, RIS DMS 2002
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Figure 7 demonstrates shares of establishments, which use Internet. According to other 
observed countries, Slovenia takes the second worst position (51 %, only Greece has lower 
result – 34 %), but is nevertheless not far behind the EU-7 average (56 %). Finland has the 
highest results in Internet use (74 %).
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Figure 7 – Establishments with Intranet.

Base: All establishments, N=241, different weightings
Questions: SIBIS B3; RIS INTRA
Source: SIBIS DMS 2002, RIS DMS 2002
Vprašanje RIS: Ali imate v vaši organizaciji INTRANET, poudarjam I N T R A-NET?
Odstotek tistih podjetij, ki imajo Intranet (odgovor 1=DA, IMAMO).

Bigger size of the company predicts stronger likelihood that establishments will use the 
Internet (in the case of Slovenian data and EU average percentage of those establishments 
using Internet is steadily increasing with respect to the company size, e.g. SI: 13 % → 21 % 
→ 24 % → 65 % → 95 %; EU-7: 27 % → 42 % → 67 % → 79 % → 85 %). In category of 
the biggest countries Slovenian establishments are even above the European average of 
Internet usage.
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Figure 8 – Establishments with Intranet by size.

Base: All establishments, N=98, N=63, N=42, N=20, N=18, weighted by employment
Questions: SIBIS B3, A05; RIS INTRA, ZAPOS
Source: SIBIS DMS 2002, RIS DMS 2002

The highest usage of Internet is distinctive of sector 3 (financial and business services) – 83 
%; followed by sector 2 (distribution, hotels & restaurants, transport, communication, 
catering) - 68 %, and sector 1 (manufacturing, mining, energy, construction) – 57 %. In all 
three sectors, Slovenia is above the EU-7 average (sector 1 – 50 %, sector 2 – 54 %, sector 3 – 
63 %). However, low share of the Internet use in sector 4 (public administration, education, 
health, social work and other personal & social services) is very concerning. It totals only 5 % 
(EU-7 – 62 %) and is the lowest percent among all observed countries. 
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Figure 9 – Establishments with Intranet by sector.

Base: All establishments, N=113, N=72, N=45, N=11, weighted by employment
Questions: SIBIS B3, NACE; RIS INTRA, SKD
Source: SIBIS DMS 2002, RIS DMS 2002

Establishments that use the Extranet are shown in Figure 10. The results are similar to those 
related to Internet use; Slovenia is lagging behind most countries (9 %, EU-7 16 %). Only 
Greece is behind Slovenian companies (6 %). Also in the case of Extranet Finland is the 
leading country (36 %).
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Figure 10 – Establishments with Extranet.

Base: All establishments, N=235, different weightings
Questions: SIBIS C13; RIS INT7G
Source: SIBIS DMS 2002, RIS DMS 2002
Vprašanje RIS: Ali načrtujete tudi naslednje storitve preko interneta?
Kaj pa E X T R A NET - to je privatno omrežje, ki deluje na internet protokolih in ga lahko uporabljajo le izbrani zunanji  
uporabniki
Odstotek tistih podjetij, ki imajo Extranet (odgovor 1=UPORABLJAMO).
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If we observe Extranet use in accordance to establishment size, similar pattern of results is 
evident as in previous examples. Figure 11 clearly shows that increasing the establishment 
size increases also the Extranet use. But every observed country, except for Finland, has fairly 
low percent (in average below 20 %).
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Figure 11 – Establishments with Extranet by size.

Base: All establishments, N=106, N=60, N=41, N=11, N=17, weighted by employment
Questions: SIBIS C13, A05; RIS INT7G, ZAPOS
Source: SIBIS DMS 2002, RIS DMS 2002

Slovenian establishments mostly use the Extranet in sector 2 (distribution, hotels & 
restaurants, transport, communication, catering) – SI 19 %, EU-7 17 %. In other sectors, 
Slovenia stays below the EU-7 average (sector 1: SI - 8 %, EU-7 – 12 %; sector 3: SI – 8 %, 
EU-7 – 21 %). In sector 4 (public administration, education, health, social work and other 
personal & social services) there is even no establishment, which uses extranet (EU-7 – 18 
%).
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Figure 12 – Establishments with Extranet by sector.

Base: All establishments, N=89, N=78, N=54, N=14, weighted by employment
Questions: SIBIS C13, NACE; RIS INT7G, SKD
Source: SIBIS DMS 2002, RIS DMS 2002
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Establishments that receive orders through EDI (exchange of data information) system are 
shown in Figure 13. Slovenia is located at the last position (around 6 %), right after Greece 
(9 %). Finland (56 %), France (46 %) and Germany (31 %) are above the EU-7 (30 %) 
average.
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Figure 13 – Establishments which use EDI.

Base: All establishments, N=241, N=246, N=487, different weightings
Questions: SIBIS B5; RIS AEP2X2V(SI1), BEP2X2V(SI2),  AEP2X2V/BEP2X2V (SI compound)
Source: SIBIS DMS 2002, RIS DMS 2002
Vprašanje RIS: Ali vaše podjetje dobiva naročila tudi preko naslednjih načinov oziroma sistemov? EDI- standardizirana 
računalniška izmenjava podatkov,...
Odstotek podjetij, ki je navedlo, da dobiva naročila tudi preko EDI.

As it can be seen in Figure 14 share of establishments that use Extranet in big establishments 
(500 or more employees) is above 35 %. This is valid for all observed countries, with an 
exception of Slovenia (SI1 – 8 %, SI2 – 16 %, SI comp – 12 %; EU-7 – 51 %). (See also 
Table 1)
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Figure 14 – Establishments with EDI by size.

Base: All establishments, N=98, N=63, N=42, N=20, N=18; N=92, N=82, N=31, N=14, N=27, weighted by employment
Questions: SIBIS B5, A05; RIS AEP2X2V(SI1), BEP2X2V(SI2),  AEP2X2V/BEP2X2V (SI compound), ZAPOS
Source: SIBIS DMS 2002, RIS DMS 2002

B05: Does establishment use EDI?
up to 9 10 - 49 50 - 199 200 - 499 500 and more

Country

FIN 19.8 38.6 40.6 73.4 76.2
F 22.7 29.7 66.3 58.5 50.3
D 10.1 15.9 34.0 35.2 57.8
EL 3.2 6.8 15.8 17.9 37.5
I 12.7 21.1 30.9 42.3 36.2
E 10.5 11.4 28.5 34.8 41.7
UK 4.2 13.0 29.6 35.8 45.9
SI1 1.1 4.0 2.6 6.0 7.5
SI2 6.1 0.3 2.6 0 15.6
SI comp 3.7 2.3 2.6 2.8 11.6
EU-7 10.6 18.3 37.3 45.0 51.7

Table 1 – Establishments with EDI by size, weighted by employment.

According to representation by sectors (use of Extranet in establishments), there are no 
essential differences for EU-7 average (sector 1: 32 %, sector 2: 31 %, sector 3: 29 %, sector 
4: 27 %). In Slovenia, Extranet is mostly used in sector 3 (financial and business services). 
(See also Table 2)
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Figure 15 – Establishments with EDI by sector.

Base: All establishments, N=113, N=72, N=45, N=11; N=103, N=82, N=48, N=13, weighted by employment
Questions: SIBIS B5, NACE; RIS AEP2X2V(SI1), BEP2X2V(SI2),  AEP2X2V/BEP2X2V (SI compound), SKD
Source: SIBIS DMS 2002, RIS DMS 2002

B05: Does establishment use EDI?
primary secondary third fourth

Country

FIN 61.4 62.1 48.2 47.3
F 37.7 51.9 57.1 39.9
D 35.4 31.7 33.9 23.4
EL 8.8 12.2 3.0 10.0
I 15.3 21.9 22.6 37.1
E 33.3 17.3 19.1 17.3
UK 31.6 26.2 19.3 16.7
SI1 7.5 7.9 1.3
SI2 4.3 0.6 27.8 2.2
SI comp 5.8 4.2 14.7 1.1
EU-7 31.5 31.1 29.8 27.1

Table 2 – Establishments with EDI by sector, weighted by employment.
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9. Module B: Basic ICT
Other basic ICT indicators presented in this chapter refer to the usage of video-conferencing 
systems and usage of call centers (Figure 16 and Figure 17).

Figure 16 shows percentage of establishments, which use system for videoconferences. 
Slovenia is quite behind (7 %) the EU-7 average (17 %). Observed countries with the most 
frequent use of system for videoconferences are Finland (31 %), Great Britain (23 %) and 
France (19 %).
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B07: Does establishment use video-conferencing? Yes

Figure 16 – Establishments which use video-conferencing.

Base: All establishments, n=241, weighted by employment
Questions: SIBIS B07; RIS VIDOK
Source: SIBIS DMS 2002, RIS DMS 2002
Vprašanje RIS: Ali imate sisteme za videokonference?
Odstotek tistih podjetij, ki imajo sistem za videokonference (odgovor 1= DA, UPORABLJAMO).

Establishments that use call centers are depicted in Figure 17. Percentage of enterprises that 
use call centers in Slovenia is 27 %, which puts Slovenia on third position among surveyed 
countries, just behind Finland (34 %) and Greece (69 %). 
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B08: Does establishment use call center? Yes

Figure 17 – Establishments which use call center.

Base: All establishments, N=241, weighted by employment
Questions: SIBIS B08; RIS CALL_C
Source: SIBIS DMS 2002, RIS DMS 2002
Vprašanje RIS: Ali ima vaše podjetje klicni center za komunikacijo s strankami oziroma javnostjo?
Odstotek tistih podjetij, ki imajo klicni center (odgovor: 1=DA)
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10.e-COMMERCE
This section concerns the e-commerce, a complex phenomenon whose specific definition can 
vary considerably. The definition endorsed by OECD in April 2000 is now widely used by 
researchers, national statistical offices and supranational statistical institutes like Eurostat. 
This definition focuses on the implementation of electronic transactions, either on Internet 
networks (narrow definition) or over any type of computer-mediated network (broad 
definition).

SIBIS analysis focused on the two main domains of e-commerce which are defined as 
follows:

- Business-to-consumer electronic commerce (B2C) corresponds to »electronic retailing«, 
i.e. any electronic trading transaction where the purchaser is the end user of the products 
and services procured.

- Business-to-business electronic commerce (B2B) refers to the implementation of 
electronic transactions between firms. The term B2B is however also used very often to 
refer to on-line interactions between firms in a broader sense (e-business) including the 
management of various business processes (from planning and marketing to inventory 
control and ordering).

In the area of e-business Slovenian data face some additional problems compared to basic ICT 
variables and also to other sectors, where comparisons were relatively straightforward. The 
additional problem in this section refers to the fact that the e-commerce turnover was asked in 
a slightly different way in Slovenia (Figure 18 to Figure 37).

Percentage of establishments that sell goods or services via the Internet is shown in Figure 18. 
High percentage of establishments in Slovenia which sell goods or services via the Internet 
(SI1 – 45 %) is mostly caused by less restricted question for measuring Internet sales 
(Question »Do you sell goods or services over the Internet« was posed to all companies 
which: a) have/prepare/plan access to the Internet; and b) use/prepare/plan e-commerce – 
noted as SI1). If we limit sales over the Internet to the establishments which are producing 
profit with sales over the Internet (Question »Do you sell goods or services over the Internet« 
was posed to all companies which: a) have/prepare/plan access to the Internet; b) use e-
commerce; and c) make profit with e-commerce – noted as SI2), position of Slovenia changes 
significantly (SI2 – 13 %). When comparing results with EU-7 (18 %) we must take into 
account that additional filter question (i.e. presence of Web site) was used for the 
establishments in EU-7.
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Figure 18 – Establishments which sell goods or services via the Internet.

Base: All establishments, N=241, N=246, N=487 different weightings
Questions: SIBIS C1, C2; RIS AINT71 (SI1), BINT71 (SI2), AINT71/BINT71 (SI compound)
Source: SIBIS DMS 2002, RIS DMS 2002
Vprašanje RIS: Ali v vašem podjetju sprejemate naročila prek interneta?
Odstotek tistih podjetij, ki sprejemajo naročila prek interneta (odgovor 1=DA).

Figure 19 shows percentages of establishments which sell goods or services via the Internet, 
according to the establishment size (or number of employees - micro, small, middle-sized, 
big, the biggest). Data show that in most observed EU countries percentage of the companies 
selling goods over the Internet is rising with the size of the company. In Slovenia, on the other 
hand (similar to companies with their own Web site), leading role in selling goods over the 
Internet are playing middle-sized establishments (see also Table 3).
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Figure 19 – Establishments selling goods or services online by size.

Base: All establishments, N=98, N=63, N=42, N=20, N=18; N=92, N=82, N=31, N=14, N=27, weighted by employment
Questions: SIBIS C1, C2, A05; RIS AINT71 (SI1), BINT71 (SI2), AINT71/BINT71 (SI compound), ZAPOS
Source: SIBIS DMS 2002, RIS DMS 2002

C02: Sell goods or services via the Internet?
up to 9 10 - 49 50 - 199 200 - 499 500 and more

Country FIN 13.1 14.8 27.5 35.3 57.4
F 9.2 7.1 12.1 11.7 21.1
D 19.5 24.9 22.0 22.7 43.2
EL 6.4 8.9 11.4 16.1 24.5
I 8.0 8.8 14.0 8.7 9.6
E 11.1 14.2 12.6 21.0 21.6
UK 19.0 12.6 24.0 32.9 30.9
SI1 42.6 49.5 65.4 30.5 34.9
SI2 12.0 18.6 12.8 1.5 15.6
SI comp 26.6 35.4 38.8 14.8 25.2
EU-7 11.1 13.1 18.1 22.1 31.2

Table 3 – Establishments selling online by size, weighted by employment.

Figure 20 shows percentages of establishments which sell goods or services via the Internet 
by sector. In Slovenia e-commerce is highly presented in third (SI – 19 %, EU-7 – 24 %) and 
fourth sector (SI – 42 %, EU-7 – 11 %), but the fourth sector (according to its purpose) is not 
making profit with e-business (see also Table 4). 
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Figure 20 – Establishments selling goods or services online by sector.

Base: All establishments, N=113, N=72, N=45, N=11; N=103; N=82, N=48, N=13, weighted by employment
Questions: SIBIS C1, C2, A05; RIS AINT71 (SI1), BINT71 (SI2), AINT71/BINT71 (SI compound), ZAPOS
Source: SIBIS DMS 2002, RIS DMS 2002

C02: Sell goods or services via the Internet?
primary secondary third fourth

Country

FIN 29.1 45.7 37.5 32.9
F 4.2 23.1 17.3 8.3
D 23.4 39.9 38.2 11.5
EL 3.9 11.2 19.8 8.4
I 5.6 14.9 13.6 5.4
E 7.5 27.9 21.6 6.4
UK 20.3 33.3 25.3 9.8
SI1 22.8 61.0 8.0 80.5
SI2 7.2 15.6 30.4 4.6
SI comp 14.9 38.1 19.3 42.1
EU-7 13.0 27.9 24.1 10.9

Table 4 – Establishments selling online by sector, weighted by employment.

Establishments that sell online to businesses, consumers and public sector are shown in Figure 
21 (weighted by employment). Slovenia has a similar structure of B2B/B2C sales as observed 
EU countries on average (to businesses – 11 %, to consumers – 12 % and to public sector – 6 
%). Italy, France and Greece lag behind EU-7 average. On this point we have to emphasize 
that the two estimates for Slovenia differ significantly.
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Figure 21 – Establishments which sale online to businesses, consumers and public sector.

Base: All establishments, N=241, N=246, N=487, weighted by employment
Questions: SIBIS C04; RIS AI7_TIP (SI1), BI7_TIP (SI2), AI7_TIP/BI7_TIP (SI compound)
Source: SIBIS DMS 2002, RIS DMS 2002
Vprašanje RIS: Ali na tak način, to je on-line, sprejemate...

 naročila podjetij/organizacij
 naročila končnih potrošnikov
 naročila javnega sektorja

Odstotek tistih podjetij, ki sprejemajo naročila podjetij/organizacij, končnih potrošnikov in javnega sektorja (odgovor: DA za 
vsako vprašanje).

Figure 22 illustrates share of establishments that sell online to businesses, consumers and 
public sector, weighted by establishments. For Slovenia the result is quite better (compared to 
Figure 21); however, Italy, France and Greece stay behind EU-7 average.
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Figure 22 – Establishments which sale online to businesses, consumers and public sector.

Base: All establishments, N=241, N=246, N=487, weighted by establishments
Questions: SIBIS C04; RIS AI7_TIP (SI1), BI7_TIP (SI2), AI7_TIP/BI7_TIP (SI compound)
Source: SIBIS DMS 2002, RIS DMS 2002

Figure 23 shows share of establishments that sell online to businesses, consumers and public 
sector according to the establishment size (micro, small, middle-sized, big, the biggest). On 
average, the volumes of sales generated via e-commerce are small (except in the biggest 
establishments – i.e. 500 employees and more) and tend to form a small portion of total sales 
turnover. On aggregate level Slovenia is above EU-7 average (except in the biggest 
establishments) and seems to have the most advanced on-line market in small establishments 
among the countries surveyed (in big establishments the same holds true for Finland). (See 
also Table 5)
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C04a: Are some online sales to businesses? C04b: Are some online sales to consumers?

C04c: Are some online sales to the public sector?

Figure 23 – Establishments with online sales to businesses, consumers and public sector by size.

Base: All establishments, N=98, N=63, N=42, N=20, N=18; N=92, N=82, N=31, N=14, N=27, weighted by employment
Questions: SIBIS C04, A05; RIS AI7_TIP (SI1), BI7_TIP (SI2), AI7_TIP/BI7_TIP (SI compound), ZAPOS
Source: SIBIS DMS 2002, RIS DMS 2002
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C04a: Are 
some online 
sales to 
businesses?

C04b: Are 
some online 
sales to 
consumers?

C04c: Are some 
online sales to the 
public sector?

up to 9

FIN 7.1 10.8 6.6
F 3.8 5.2
D 7.8 9.5
EL 3.4 1.2
I 5.3 5.2 1.7
E 8.0 5.9 4.0
UK 12.5 12.6 6.5
SI comp 16.2 12.7 6.2
EU-7 6.2 6.0 1.9

10 - 49

FIN 10.0 7.6 9.3
F 3.0 2.7 1.1
D 12.6 16.0 4.2
EL 2.8 2.5 0.7
I 6.1 6.1 2.5
E 11.8 10.7 6.3
UK 7.5 10.7 6.9
SI comp 24.1 16.7 3.8
EU-7 8.0 8.7 4.5

50 - 199

FIN 15.0 23.3 10.8
F 6.0 6.1 2.3
D 16.5 11.7 2.1
EL 6.6 10.6
I 6.8 7.6 2.1
E 10.6 10.6 3.1
UK 14.3 17.1 13.9
SI comp 15.5 8.5 5.3
EU-7 11.4 12.2 5.6

200 - 499

FIN 30.5 30.1 20.7
F 6.0 3.8 0.8
D 15.9 18.5 2.6
EL 2.9 5.9 0.6
I 5.7 6.2 3.9
E 11.2 15.5 6.4
UK 22.3 20.7 23.6
SI comp 25.4 10.5
EU-7 14.7 15.2 9.1

500 and 
more

FIN 42.2 35.3 32.0
F 8.6 13.4 2.4
D 23.9 32.8 7.4
EL 14.0 11.2 9.9
I 7.7 8.2 5.4
E 11.4 17.1 9.5
UK 17.6 24.7 18.4
SI comp 15.7 7.3 3.2
EU-7 18.7 21.8 12.1

Table 5 – Establishments selling online to businesses, consumers and public sector by size, weighted by employment.
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Figure 24 shows distribution also by sector. Online sales are mostly used by Slovenian 
establishments in sector 4 (public administration, education, health, social work and other 
personal & social services) but among other sectors there are no essential differences (see also 
Table 6).
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catering, communication &
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fourth: public admin.,
health, educat., oth.

C04a: Are some online sales to businesses? C04b: Are some online sales to consumers?

C04c: Are some online sales to the public sector?

Figure 24 – Establishments with online sales to businesses, consumers and public sector by sector.

Base: All establishments N=113, N=72, N=45, N=11; N=103; N=82, N=48, N=13, weighted by employment
Questions: SIBIS C04, NACE; RIS AI7_TIP (SI1), BI7_TIP (SI2), AI7_TIP/BI7_TIP (SI compound), SKD
Source: SIBIS DMS 2002, RIS DMS 2002
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C04a: Are 
some online 

sales to 
businesses?

C04b: Are 
some online 

sales to 
consumers?

C04c: Are 
some online 
sales to the 

public 
sector?

primary: manufacturing, energy, 
mining, construction

FIN 22.2 10.0 9.9
F 2.2 0 0.7
D 15.4 14.9 2.3
EL 0.8 0.8 0
I 2.6 2.2 0.4
E 6.4 5.2 2.0
UK 14.4 14.4 9.0
SI comp 16.2 12.5 4.6
EU-7 8.8 6.9 3.3

secondary: distribution, catering, 
communication & transport

FIN 41.3 41.7 28.6
F 10.1 12.7 3.8
D 19.7 29.6 1.9
EL 3.8 5.0 1.5
I 8.7 11.4 2.9
E 17.0 22.5 10.2
UK 18.8 29.7 23.4
SI comp 15.0 7.9 3.2
EU-7 16.2 21.5 9.6

third: financial & business 
services

FIN 27.6 28.9 23.9
F 10.8 8.2 0
D 27.1 26.3 9.9
EL 11.6 9.2 4.2
I 10.8 8.5 4.0
E 16.2 16.6 8.6
UK 18.6 11.4 14.0
SI comp 15.6 8.9 6.8
EU-7 17.2 15.1 8.5

fourth: public admin., health, 
educat., oth. social/personal

FIN 12.7 22.6 18.7
F 0.9 7.6 0.7
D 4.0 4.3 2.5
EL 5.6 1.2 0.2
I 5.1 4.9 5.1
E 4.8 2.6 3.3
UK 3.5 6.4 4.5
SI comp 22.1 20.4 8.7
EU-7 4.8 6.5 4.6

Table  6 –  Establishments  selling  online  to  businesses,  consumers  and  public  sector  by  sector,  weighted  by 
employment.

Figure 25 shows shares of online sales to businesses among total sales to businesses for all 
observed countries. While with B2B in EU the on-line orders are presenting 5 % or less of all 
orders, in Slovenia two different samples were used to produce estimation of on-line sales: 28 
% (SI17) of enterprises which are selling on-line gets 5 % of all orders in B2B (EU-7 5 %); on 
the other hand among enterprises which are producing profit from on-line sales, this 

7 Question »How large is a share of your total sales to businesses that are conducted online?« was posed to all companies  
which a) have/prepare/plan access to the Internet; b) have/prepare/plan e-commerce; and c) accept on-line orders B2B;  
B2C – noted as SI1.
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percentage is 2 % (SI28). It seems that establishments, which are making profit from selling 
goods/services over the Internet in Slovenia, are very intense (similar to Finland) – majority 
of them (3 %) are namely producing over 25 % of all B2B sales over the Internet.

C05a: How  large a share of total sales to bus inesses  are  conducted online?
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Figure 25 – Share of online sales to businesses among total sales to businesses.

Base: All establishments, N=241, N=246, N=487, weighted by employment
Questions: SIBIS C5A; RIS AI71_Y1 (SI1), BI71_Y1 (SI2), AI71_Y1/BI71_Y1 (SI compound)
Source: SIBIS DMS 2002, RIS DMS 2002
Vprašanje RIS: Kakšen odstotek celotne prodaje proizvodov in storitev vašega podjetja drugim podjetjem/organizacijam v letu 
2002 predstavljajo on-line naročila?

In figure 26 shares of online sales to consumers among total sales to consumers among all 
observed countries is presented. In B2C sales more than 25 % (SI1) of enterprises get less 
than 5 % of all orders on-line. Share within enterprises which are also making profit with on-
line sales (SI2) is much smaller – 1 % and lags behind EU-7 average (6 %). On the other hand 
5 % of those enterprises is getting more than 25 % of all B2C orders on-line (EU-7 2 %) what 
points out that on-line sales within those enterprises are very intense.

8 Question »How large is a share of your total sales to businesses that are conducted online?« was posed to all companies  
which a) have/prepare/plan access to the Internet; b) make profit with e-commerce; and c) accept on-line orders B2B; B2C –  
noted as SI2.
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C05b: How  large  a share of total sales to consum ers  are  conducted online?
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Figure 26 – Share of online sales to consumers among  total sales to consumers.

Base: All establishments, N=241, N=246, N=487, weighted by employment
Questions: SIBIS C5B; RIS AI71_X1 (SI1), BI71_X1 (SI2), AI7_X1/BI71_X1 (SI compound)
Source: SIBIS DMS 2002, RIS DMS 2002
Vprašanje RIS: Kakšen odstotek celotne prodaje končnim potrošnikom v letu 2002 predstavljajo on-line naročila končnih 
potrošnikov?

Percentage of establishments, which purchase goods or services online is shown in Figure 27. 
On average, 42 % of the EU-7 establishments purchases goods or services online. On the 
other hand ordering/purchasing goods or services on-line is not widely present among 
Slovenian establishments. Also in this case, two different samples were used: among all 
establishments which have Internet access, 37 % (SI19) is using the Internet to order/purchase 
goods or services, which is just a little bit behind EU-7 average; however, among companies, 
making profit from e-commerce themselves, this percentage is very small – only 11 % (SI210) 
of them is also using the Internet to order/purchase goods or services, what puts them on last 
position among surveyed countries.

9 Question »Do you use the Internet or other online services to purchase goods or services?« was posed to all companies  
which have/prepare/plan access to the Internet – noted as SI1.
10 Question »Do you use the Internet or other online services to purchase goods or services?« was posed to all companies  
which a) have/prepare/plan access to the Internet; b) have e-commerce; and c) make profit with e-commerce – noted as SI2.
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C09: Do you use  the Internet or other online services  to purchase goods or 
services?
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C09: Do you use the Internet or other online services to purchase goods or services?

Figure 27 – Establishments which purchase goods or services online.

Base: All establishments, N=241, N=246, N=487, weighted by employment
Questions: SIBIS C09; RIS AINT72/AI8_D1 (SI1), BINT72/BI8_D1 (SI2), (AINT72/AI8_D1)/(BINT72/BI8_D1) (SI compound) 
Source: SIBIS DMS 2002, RIS DMS 2002
Vprašanje RIS: Ali v vašem podjetju naročate blago ali storive pri poslovnih partnerjih preko interneta? Ali morda naročate blago 
in storitve tudi prek kakšnega ne-iternetnega protokola (EAN, x400) ali preko mobilnih protokolov (npr. WAP...)

Proportion of MRO goods purchased online among all bought MRO goods is shown in Figure 
28. On-line orders in B2B are in most cases presenting up to 5 % of MRO goods (SI1 59 %, 
EU-7 62 %); for one third of establishments they represent more than 25 %, what is the 
highest share among surveyed countries (EU-7 8 %). Different structure can be seen among 
establishments, which are using and making profit with e-commerce. Among them, 35 % 
(SI2) are purchasing online up to 25 % of MRO goods (8 % of them up to 5 %), and 35 % 
(SI2) more than 25 %.
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C10: What proportion of MRO goods bought are  purchased online?
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Figure 28 – Proportion of MRO goods purchased online among all bought MRO goods.

Base: Establishments who use Internet or other online services to purchase goods or services, N=14, N=29, N=43, weighted by 
employment
Questions: SIBIS C10; RIS AI81_X2 (SI1), BI81_X2 (SI2), AI81_X2/BI81_X2 (SI compound)
Source: SIBIS DMS 2002, RIS DMS 2002
Vprašanje RIS: Kolikšen odstotek vrednosti vseh naročil vašega podjetja drugim podjetjem predstavljajo elektronska naročila,  
torej prek interneta ali drugih neinternetnih oziroma mobilnih protokolov? 

Among Slovenian enterprises 21 % (EU-7 61 %) agree (completely or somehow) that 
products or services (which are purchased by establishments) are not suitable for salevia the 
Internet. Results indicate (in comparison with other observed countries) that purchasing 
procurement products or services are not major obstacles for e-commerce. 
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Purchasing procurem ent products  or services  requires face-to-face interaction w ith 
suppliers
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Figure 29 – Purchasing procurement products or services requires face-to-face interaction with suppliers.

Base: SIBIS - establishments without Internet access or without online sales, RIS – establishments without online sales, N=27, 
weighted by employment
Questions: SIBIS C11a; RIS EU_E1A
Source: SIBIS DMS 2002, RIS DMS 2002
Vprašanje RIS: Ali lahko ocenite, kako pomembne so za vaše podjetje naslednje morebitne ovire pri uvajanju prodaje preko 
interneta? Produkti oziroma storitve, ki jih nudi naše podjetje niso primerne za prodajo prek interneta.

Major obstacle for the implementation of online sales in Slovenian enterprises is the fact that 
their suppliers do not sell online (94 % of Slovenian enterprises agree completely or agree 
somehow that their suppliers do not sell online). This percentage is much higher than in other 
observed countries on average (EU-7 55 %, Finland 45 %, France 57 %, Germany 59 %, 
Greece 58 %, Italy 50 %, Spain 61 % and Great Britain 50 %), as it can be clearly seen 
(Figure 30).
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Figure 30 – Our suppliers do not sell online.

Base: SIBIS - establishments without Internet access or without online sales, RIS – establishments without online sales, N=27, 
weighted by employment
Questions: SIBIS C11B; RIS EU_E1B
Source: SIBIS DMS 2002, RIS DMS 2002
Vprašanje RIS: Ali lahko ocenite, kako pomembne so za vaše podjetje naslednje morebitne ovire pri uvajanju prodaje preko 
interneta? Potrošniki oziroma druga podjetja še niso dovolj pripravljena na uporabo prodaje prek interneta.

Figure 31 shows opinion of establishments’ representatives about data protection/security 
issues. On average, 70 % of the EU-7 enterprises agree completely or somehow that they are 
concerned about data protection and security issues. This percentage is the highest in Slovenia 
and Spain (SI 94 %, E 88 %) and lowest in Germany (49 %).
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We are concerned about data protection or security issues
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Figure 31 – We are concerned about data protection or security issues.

Base: SIBIS - establishments without Internet access or without online sales, RIS – establishments without online sales, N=27, 
weighted by employment
Questions: SIBIS C11e; RIS EU_E1C
Source: SIBIS DMS 2002, RIS DMS 2002
Vprašanje RIS: Ali lahko ocenite, kako pomembne so za vaše podjetje naslednje morebitne ovire pri uvajanju prodaje preko 
interneta? Problemi pri zagotavljanju varnosti plačil.
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Figure 32 shows answers regarding (in)sufficiency of the legal protection of online contracts. 
Here, again, Slovenian establishments expressed the most severe concern over this issue (98 
% agree completely or agree somehow) among the observed countries and in the Germany 
legal protection of online contracts seems to be the most sufficient according to the opinions 
of the respondents (46 % agree, EU-7 54 %).

The legal protection of online contracts is  not sufficient
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Figure 32 – The legal protection of online contracts is not sufficient.

Base: SIBIS - establishments without Internet access or without online sales, RIS – establishments without online sales, N=27, 
weighted by employment
Questions: SIBIS C11F; RIS EU_E1D
Source: SIBIS DMS 2002, RIS DMS 2002
Vprašanje RIS: Ali lahko ocenite, kako pomembne so za vaše podjetje naslednje morebitne ovire pri uvajanju prodaje preko 
interneta? Negotovost glede pravne urejenosti e-poslovanja (npr. pogodbe, pogoji dobave, garancija...).

Figure 33 shows answers of the establishment, which are more or less concerned about 
logistics problems. In Slovenia more than 90 % of establishments agree completely or 
somehow that the necessary skills are not readily available (EU-7 50 %). The results indicate 
that important obstacles for the implementation of online sales in Slovenian establishments 
are logistics problems.
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Figure 33 – The necessary skill are not readily available.

Base: SIBIS - establishments without Internet access or without online sales, RIS – establishments without online sales, N=27, 
weighted by employment
Questions: SIBIS C11g; RIS EU_E1E
Source: SIBIS DMS 2002, RIS DMS 2002
Vprašanje RIS: Ali lahko ocenite, kako pomembne so za vaše podjetje naslednje morebitne ovire pri uvajanju prodaje preko 
interneta? Logistični problemi.
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In Figure 34 use of the Extranet (for communication with costumers, clients/suppliers) is 
shown. In Slovenia, the two estimates for Extranet use differ significantly - according to other 
observed countries, Slovenia takes the first position in the Extranet use for communication 
with costumers/clients (78 %; EU-7 57 %) and the last position in the Extranet use for 
communication with suppliers (3 %, EU-7 42 %).
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C14a: Do you use Extranet for communication w ith customers or clients? Yes

C14b: Do you use Extranet for communication w ith suppliers? Yes

Figure 34 – Use of Extranet.

Base: Establishments with Extranet, N=18, weighted by employment
Questions: SIBIS C14; RIS EXNE_1
Source: SIBIS DMS 2002, RIS DMS 2002
Vprašanje RIS: V kakšne namene uporabljate extranet?

 za komuniciranje s strankami oziroma klienti
 za komuniciranje z dobavitelji
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Figure 35 shows share of establishments with access to the Extranet of their suppliers, 
partners or customer organizations. Compared to other observed countries Slovenia has the 
highest percentage of establishments with access to the Extranet of their suppliers, partners or 
customer organizations (75 % vs. EU-7 30). Greece and Italy are positioned in the last 
position (below 20 %).

C15: Access to the Extranet of one  of your supplier, partner or custom er 
organisations? Yes
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C15: Access to the Extranet of one of your supplier, partner or customer organisations? Yes

Figure 35 – Establishments with access to the Extranet of their suppliers, partners or customer organisations.

Base: Establishments with Extranet, N=18, weighted by employment
Questions: SIBIS C15; RIS EXNET_2
Source: SIBIS DMS 2002, RIS DMS 2002
Vprašanje RIS: Ali imate tudi vi dostop do extraneta katerega od vaših dobaviteljev?
Odstotek podjetij z extranetom, ki imajo dostop do extraneta katerega od njihovih dobaviteljev (odgovor 1=DA).

Percentage of establishments that trade goods or services through an e-marketplace is shown 
in Figure 36. The results indicate that Slovenian (and Greek) enterprises are not very familiar 
with e-marketplaces (less than 6 % of establishments trade goods or services through an e-
marketplace). This is probably the result of underdeveloped e-marketplace services in 
Slovenia. The best result has Spain (a little less than 17 %).
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C19: Does establishm ent trade goods or services  through an e-m arketplace? Yes
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C19: Does establishment trade goods or services through an e-marketplace? Yes

Figure 36 – Establishments trading goods or services through an e-marketplace.

Base: All establishments, N=259, weighted by employment
Questions: SIBIS C19; RIS SIB_C19
Source: SIBIS DMS 2002, RIS DMS 2002
Vprašanje RIS: Ali vaše podjetje že sodelovalo na kakšni izmed e-tržnic (e-marketplace)?
Odstotek podjetij, ki je sodelovalo na kakšni izmed e-tržnic (odgovor 1=DA).
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Figure 37 clearly presents that Slovenian enterprises participate in the trade on                      e-
marketplaces, only with the catalogue-based offering/purchasing of products or services. The 
most equal distribution among all involvement activities has Finland.
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Figure 37 – Involvement in e-marketplace activites.

Base: Establishments trading goods or services through an e-marketplace, N=12, weighted by employment
Questions: SIBIS C20; RIS SIB_C20
Source: SIBIS DMS 2002, RIS DMS 2002
Vprašanje RIS: Ali je vaše podjetje...

 sodelovalo s ponudbo izdelkov ali...
 sodelovalo kot kupec izdelkov ali...
 sodelovalo na avkciji - kot PRODAJALEC
 sodelovalo na avkciji - kot KUPEC
 že izdalo elektronski razpis prek e-tržnice
 se je prijavilo na elektronski razpis
 sodelovalo v obliki združenih naročil ("powerbuying")...
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11. Module D: Security
This section briefly explores the security topic (Figure 38 to Figure 43).

In past 12 months, 75% of Slovenian establishments experienced at least one problem, related 
to computer security (Figure 38). Comparing to the other observed countries, security 
breaches in Slovenian establishments are very frequent. In all other observed countries this 
percentage is lower than 20 % (except Finland – 33 %).
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D01: Occurence of any information security breaches in last 12 months? Yes

Figure 38 – Establishments with security breaches in last 12 months.

Base: All establishments, N=241, weighted by employment
Questions: SIBIS D01; RIS SIB_D2
Source: SIBIS DMS 2002
Vprašanje RIS: Ali ste bili v zadnjih 12 mesecih v vašem podjetju priča kateremu od naštetih dogodkov, ki zadevajo varnost?

 kraja uporabniških imen in gesel
 on-line prevara
 škodljiv poseg v programsko opremo podjetja
 okužba računalnikov z virusom
 neavtoriziran vdor v računalniško omrežje

Spremenljivka generirana na osnovi 5 spremenljivk: SIB_D2A do SIB_D2E. Odstotek predstavlja tiste enote, ki imajo vsaj na 
enem izmed odgovorov vrednost 1=DA. 

Most common security-related problems in Slovenian enterprises as well as in EU-7 were 
computer viruses. Almost 96 % of Slovenian companies experienced problems with a 
computer virus in past 12 months (93% EU-7). However, problems like unauthorized entry to 
internal networks (SI 1 %, EU-7 15 %), manipulation of software applications (SI 3 %, EU-7 
11 %), identity theft (SI 0 %, EU-7 7 %) and online frauds (SI 0 %, EU-7 5 %) are very rare.
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Figure 39 – Types of security 
breaches  in  establishments 
in the last 12 months.

Base: Establishments that were 
affected by security breaches in 
the last 12 months, N=139, 
weighted by employment
Questions: SIBIS D02; RIS 
SIB_D2
Source: SIBIS DMS 2002, RIS 
DMS 2002
Vprašanje RIS: Ali ste bili v  
zadnjih 12 mesecih v vašem 
podjetju priča kateremu od 
naštetih dogodkov, ki zadevajo 
varnost?

 kraja uporabniških 
imen in gesel

 on-line prevara
 škodljiv poseg v programsko opremo podjetja
 okužba računalnikov z virusom
 neavtoriziran vdor v računalniško omrežje

Odstotek med podjetji, ki so bili v zadnjih 12 mesecih priča kateremu od naštetih dogodkov, ki zadevajo varnost (odgovor 
1=DA).

Figure 40 illustrates that the most common problem in all observed countries enterprises were 
also computer viruses and infections (above 90 %, except Germany and Finland – around 86 
%); while other types of security breaches as unauthorized entry to internal networks, 
manipulation of software applications, identity theft and online frauds are very rare (in 
average below 25 % in all observed countries).

Here we should add that certain difference also arise from the time discrepancy – the viruses 
were much more spread in the Fall 2002 (RIS) than in Spring 2002 (SIBIS).
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Figure 40 – Types of security breaches in establishments in the last 12 months.

Base: Establishments that were affected by security breaches in the last 12 months, N=139, weighted by employment
Questions: SIBIS D02; RIS SIB_D2
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Source: SIBIS DMS 2002, RIS DMS 2002
Vprašanje RIS: Ali ste bili v zadnjih 12 mesecih v vašem podjetju priča kateremu od naštetih dogodkov, ki zadevajo varnost?

 kraja uporabniških imen in gesel
 on-line prevara
 škodljiv poseg v programsko opremo podjetja
 okužba računalnikov z virusom
 neavtoriziran vdor v računalniško omrežje

Odstotek med podjetji, ki so bili v zadnjih 12 mesecih priča kateremu od naštetih dogodkov, ki zadevajo varnost (odgovor 
1=DA).
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Supposed origin of security breaches is shown in Figure 41. The largest risk group that 
presents threat to the company’s security (in all observed countries) is supposed to be 
computer hackers and internal users (i.e. employees), while customers, suppliers/competitors 
and formal employees seem not to be very consequential.

 Where  do you believe these breaches m ainly cam e from ?
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Figure 41 – Supposed origin of security breaches.

Base: Establishments that were affected by security breaches in the last 12 months, N=139, weighted by employment
Questions: SIBIS D03; RIS SIB_D4
Source: SIBIS DMS 2002, RIS DMS 2002
Vprašanje RIS: Kdo po vašem mnenju predstavlja največjo tovrstno grožnjo za vaše podjetje?

 kupci
 dobavitelji/tekmeci
 bivši zaposleni
 računalniški hekerji
 notranju uporabniki
 drugi

Odstotek med podjetji, ki so bili v zadnjih 12 mesecih priča kateremu od naštetih dogodkov, ki zadevajo varnost.

On average, 35 % of the EU-7 establishments have a formal information security policy 
(Figure 42, weighted by employment). This percentage is the highest in Finland (51 %) and 
the lowest in Slovenia –Slovenian establishments in most cases do not have an information 
security policy – only 8 % have one.
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Does your establishment or your organisation have an information security policy? Formal

Figure 42 – Establishments with formal information security policy.

Base: All establishments, N=241, weighted by employment
Questions: SIBIS D05; RIS INT62X
Source: SIBIS DMS 2002, RIS DMS 2002
Vprašanje RIS: Ali imate v vašem podjetju formalen pravilnik, ki določa uporabo interneta za zaposlene? 
Odstotek podjetij, ki imajo formalen pravilnik, ki določa uporabo interneta za zaposlene (odgovor 1=DA, IMAMO TAKŠEN 
PRAVILNIK).
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Slovenia (together with Italy) is the country (compared to other observed countries) with the 
highest lag behind the average usage of firewall for information security. Only 28 % of 
Slovenian establishments have their own network behind firewall, while EU-7 average is 44 
% (Finland even 68 %). However, this may be also the effect of hosting policy in Slovenia, 
where companies may have their own server more rarely. Instead they host the Web site at 
their ISP.

D09d: Tools  used for inform ation security - firew alls . Yes
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D09d: Tools used for information security - f irew alls. Yes

Figure 43 – Establishments with firewalls.

Base: All establishments, N=241, weighted by employment
Questions: SIBIS D09; RIS INT2c
Source: SIBIS DMS 2002, RIS DMS 2002
Vprašanje RIS: Ali imate v vašem podjetju požarni zid – FIREWALL?
Odstotek podjetij, ki ima požarni zid (odgovor 1=DA).
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12.Module F: e-Government
This chapter focuses on one of the most exposed topics of the Information Society. Indicators 
are measured according to preference, availability, and usage of e-government services. We 
present here the “establishments using online media for e-government services” (payment of 
social contribution, tax declaration and submission of data to statistical offices), “assessment  
on e-government services”, and “(dis)advantages of online public services” (Figure 44 to 
Figure 53). 

Generally, e-government designates any transaction that involves the government and is 
carried out, even partially, using electronic means. E-government plays an important function 
in mediating government actions and its role will continue to grow as communications 
technologies become more widespread. Already, communications technologies change the 
way that government operates by facilitating information dissemination, communications and 
transactions. 

The preference for e-government varies across countries. Typically, in countries where the 
Internet usage is higher, citizens prefer to communicate on-line with their governments.

Slovenian establishments are highly interested in payment of social contribution for 
employees (27 % of Slovenian establishments vs. EU-7 24 %), a little less (19 %) are 
interested in declaring taxes (EU-7 20%) and only 14 % are submitting statistical data online 
(EU-7 25 %). This places Slovenia on EU-7 average with respect to the mere on-line 
interaction with the government. This finding is not in accordance with the GPS of the general 
population, where Slovenia was severely lagging behind EU.

For w hich of these  activities  do you already use  online  m edia
such as EDI or the Internet
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F01a: payment of social contribution for employees? Yes F01b: corporation tax declaration? Yes

F01d: submission of data to statistical offices? Yes

Figure 44 – Establishments using online media for e-government services.

Base: All establishments (excluding public administration), N=235, weighted by employment
Questions: SIBIS F1; RIS EP6
Source: SIBIS DMS 2002, RIS DMS 2002
Vprašanje RIS: Ali izmenjujete podatke v elektronski obliki z naslednjimi institucijami?

 z davčno upravo
 s statističnim uradom RS
 z zavodom za pokojninsko in invalidsko zavarovanje

Odstotek podjetij (brez javne uprave), ki izmenjujejo podatke v elektronski oblik z omenjenimi institucijami (odgovor 1=DA).
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Perception of usability of public services on the Internet is also close to EU-7 (Figure 45, 
weighted by employment). Among Slovenian enterprises 32 % (EU-7 41 %) agree or agree 
somehow that public services on the Internet are not useful enough. The most satisfied is 
Germany (61 %) and the least content is Finland (19 %). The satisfaction depends on services, 
provided in surveyed countries.

F03a: Public services on Internet are  not useful enough
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Figure 45 – Assessment on e-government services: not useful enough.

Base: All establishments, N=252, weighted by employment
Questions: SIBIS F3A; RIS EU_F3A
Source: SIBIS DMS 2002, RIS DMS 2002
Vprašanje RIS: Ali lahko na lestvici od 1 do 5, kjer 1 pomeni sploh se ne strinjam in 5 pomeni popolnoma se strinjam ocenite 
vaše strinjanje z naslednjimi trditvami o uporabi novih tehnologij za komuniciranje z javno upravo: Storitve javne uprave…

 niso dovolj uporabne

Figure 46 (weighted by employment) shows that 74 % of Slovenian enterprises also agree or 
agree somehow that public services on the Internet are faster than traditional way (EU-7 80 
%). There are no essential differences among observed countries.
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F03b: Public services  on Internet are  faster than the traditional w ay
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Figure 46 - Assessment on e-government services: are faster than the traditional way.

Base: All establishments, N=252, weighted by employment
Questions: SIBIS F3B; RIS EU_F3B
Source: SIBIS DMS 2002, RIS DMS 2002
Vprašanje RIS: Ali lahko na lestvici od 1 do 5, kjer 1 pomeni sploh se ne strinjam in 5 pomeni popolnoma se strinjam ocenite 
vaše strinjanje z naslednjimi trditvami o uporabi novih tehnologij za komuniciranje z javno upravo: Storitve javne uprave…

 so hitrejše kot če bi jih opravljali na tradicionalni način
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Figure 47 (weighted by employment) shows that 31 % of Slovenian enterprises agree or agree 
somehow that usage of public services on the Internet require special equipment or software 
(Greece 53 %, Great Britain 50 %, French 47 %, Spain 44 %, Italy 42 %, Germany 39 %, 
Finland 31 %, EU-7 41%).

F03c: Public services  on Internet require  that you install special equipm ent or 
softw are
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Figure 47 - Assessment on e-government services: require that you install special equipment or software.

Base: All establishments, N=252, weighted by employment
Questions: SIBIS F3C; RIS EU_F3C
Source: SIBIS DMS 2002, RIS DMS 2002
Vprašanje RIS: Ali lahko na lestvici od 1 do 5, kjer 1 pomeni sploh se ne strinjam in 5 pomeni popolnoma se strinjam ocenite 
vaše strinjanje z naslednjimi trditvami o uporabi novih tehnologij za komuniciranje z javno upravo: Storitve javne uprave…

 zahtevajo namestitev posebne programske opreme
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Figure 48 (weighted by employment) shows that 60 % of Slovenian enterprises agree 
completely or somehow that usage of the Internet for public services reduces number of 
mistakes, made by public authorities (Greece 82 %, Italy 63 %, Spain 60 %, Finland 58 %, 
French 51 %, Great Britain 47 %, Germany 45 %, EU-7 57 %).

F03d: Public services on Internet reduce the num ber of m istakes  public authorities  
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Figure 48 - Assessment on e-government services: reduce the number of mistakes public authorities make.

Base: All establishments, N=252, weighted by employment
Questions: SIBIS F3D; RIS EU_F3D
Source: SIBIS DMS 2002, RIS DMS 2002
Vprašanje RIS: Ali lahko na lestvici od 1 do 5, kjer 1 pomeni sploh se ne strinjam in 5 pomeni popolnoma se strinjam ocenite 
vaše strinjanje z naslednjimi trditvami o uporabi novih tehnologij za komuniciranje z javno upravo: Storitve javne uprave…

 zmanjšujejo število napak v javni upravi
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Trust into the usage of the Internet for public services according to perceived security issues is 
also to be improved (Figure 49, weighted by employment), since only 30 % of Slovenian 
companies agree completely of somehow that public services on the Internet are as safe as 
using them in traditional way (EU-7 40 %). This is perhaps the major difference in Slovenia 
compared to EU with respect to the e-Government – it seems that Slovenian companies have 
less trust in the security features of on-line communications.

F03e: Public services on Internet do not seem  as  safe as  using the traditional w ay
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Figure 49 - Assessment on e-government services: do not seem as safe as using the traditional way.

Base: All establishments, N=252, weighted by employment
Questions: SIBIS F3E; RIS EU_F3E
Source: SIBIS DMS 2002, RIS DMS 2002
Vprašanje RIS: Ali lahko na lestvici od 1 do 5, kjer 1 pomeni sploh se ne strinjam in 5 pomeni popolnoma se strinjam ocenite 
vaše strinjanje z naslednjimi trditvami o uporabi novih tehnologij za komuniciranje z javno upravo: Storitve javne uprave…

 se ne zdijo tako varne kot tradicionalno poslovanje
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Figure 50 (weighted by employment) shows that more than 90 % of Slovenian enterprises 
agree completely or somehow that public services on the Internet make it possible to deal with 
authorities at more convenient times (EU-7 82 %). That puts Slovenia on the third place, right 
after Greece (98 %) and Finland (94 %).

F03f: Public services on Internet m ake it possible to deal w ith authorities at m ore 
convenient tim es
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Figure 50 - Assessment on e-government services: make it possible to deal with authorities at more convenient times.

Base: All establishments, N=252, weighted by employment
Questions: SIBIS F3F; RIS EU_F3F
Source: SIBIS DMS 2002, RIS DMS 2002
Vprašanje RIS: Ali lahko na lestvici od 1 do 5, kjer 1 pomeni sploh se ne strinjam in 5 pomeni popolnoma se strinjam ocenite 
vaše strinjanje z naslednjimi trditvami o uporabi novih tehnologij za komuniciranje z javno upravo: Storitve javne uprave…

 omogočajo opravljanje storitev ob primernejšem času
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Figure 51 (weighted by employment) shows that 81 % of Slovenian enterprises agree 
completely or somehow that they make it possible to deal with authorities at more convenient 
locations (EU-7 89 %). There are no essential differences among observed countries.

F03g: Public services on Internet m ake it possible to deal w ith authorities at m ore  
convenient locations
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Figure  51 -  Assessment  on e-government  services:  make  it  possible  to  deal  with authorities  at  more convenient 
locations.

Base: All establishments, N=252, weighted by employment
Questions: SIBIS F3G; RIS EU_F3G
Source: SIBIS DMS 2002, RIS DMS 2002
Vprašanje RIS: Ali lahko na lestvici od 1 do 5, kjer 1 pomeni sploh se ne strinjam in 5 pomeni popolnoma se strinjam ocenite 
vaše strinjanje z naslednjimi trditvami o uporabi novih tehnologij za komuniciranje z javno upravo: Storitve javne uprave…

 omogočajo opravljanje storitev na primernejših krajih
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On average, 26 % of the EU-7 enterprises agree completely or somehow that public services 
on the Internet are difficult to use (Figure 52, weighted by employment). This percentage is 
the highest in Germany (40 %) and lowest in Slovenia, Spain and Finland (around 20 %).

F03h: Public services on Internet are difficult to use
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Figure 52 - Assessment on e-government services: are difficult to use.

Base: All establishments, N=252, weighted by employment
Questions: SIBIS F3H; RIS EU_F3H
Source: SIBIS DMS 2002, RIS DMS 2002
Vprašanje RIS: Ali lahko na lestvici od 1 do 5, kjer 1 pomeni sploh se ne strinjam in 5 pomeni popolnoma se strinjam ocenite 
vaše strinjanje z naslednjimi trditvami o uporabi novih tehnologij za komuniciranje z javno upravo: Storitve javne uprave…

 so zapletene za uporabo
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Overall, with respect to the attitudes toward e-Government the EU-7 companies are very 
similar to Slovenian ones, with Slovenian companies having slightly more attitudes towards 
the usage of e-Government (Figure 53; comparison SI – EU-7).
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Figure 53: (DIs)Advantages of online public services (comparison SI – EU7)

Base: All establishments, N=252, weighted by employment
Questions: SIBIS F3A; SIBIS F3AB; SIBIS F3C; SIBIS F3D; SIBIS F3E; SIBIS F3F; SIBIS F3H;  RIS EU_F3A; RIS EU_F3B; 
RIS EU_F3C; RIS EU_F3D; RIS EU_F3E; RIS EU_F3F; RIS EU_F3H;
Source: SIBIS DMS 2002, RIS DMS 2002
Vprašanje RIS: Ali lahko na lestvici od 1 do 5, kjer 1 pomeni sploh se ne strinjam in 5 pomeni popolnoma se strinjam ocenite 
vaše strinjanje z naslednjimi trditvami o uporabi novih tehnologij za komuniciranje z javno upravo: Storitve javne uprave…

 omogočajo opravljanje storitev na primernejših krajih
 omogočajo opravljanje storitev ob primernejšem času
 so hitrejše kot če bi jih opravljali na tradicionalni način
 zmanjšujejo število napak v javni upravi
 zahtevajo namestitev posebne programske opreme
 se ne zdijo tako varne kot tradicionalno poslovanje
 niso dovolj uporabne 
 so zapletene za uporabo
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13.Module E: RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
The chapter sets out to give an overview of the very important issues of the SIBIS topic, i.e. 
“the Internet for research and development (R&D)”. It describes how and to what extent the 
Internet has been employed within R&D in the establishments. The main focus is on the 
measurement of the Internet use in establishments and the way it impacts the R&D 
(establishments working in R&D; percentage of employees in establishments, who work in 
R&D; establishments with at least one central R&D unit). (Figure 54 to Figure 56)

Figure 54 shows share of establishments working in R&D. Research and development in 
Slovenian establishments is close to the average among surveyed EU-7 countries from the 
aspect of mere performing the R&D activity, as 44 % of establishments work in research and 
development (EU-7 41 %). The highest share of establishments working in R&D has Finland 
(86 %) and the lowest has Germany (29 %).

Does your establishm ent w ork  in R&D?
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Does your establishment w ork in R&D?

Figure 54 – Establishments working in R&D.

Base: All establishments, N=235, weighted by employment
Questions: SIBIS E01a; RIS ZAP_RD1
Source: SIBIS DMS 2002, RIS DMS 2002
Vprašanje RIS: Ali v vašem podjetju delate tudi na področju raziskav in razvoja? 
Odstotek podjetij, ki delajo tudi na področju raziskav (odgovor 1=DA).
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Percentage of employees in establishments who work in R&D is shown in Figure 55. 
However, with respect to the percentage of employees working in R&D activities – of course, 
only within the companies that report R&D - the average across companies is much smaller in 
Slovenia (27%) compared to EU-7 (41%); compared to all observed countries Slovenia is on 
the last position. Above the EU-7 average is only Finland (86 %) and Greece (51 %).
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Figure 55 – Percentage of employees in establishments, who work in R&D.

Base: All establishments, N=235, weighted by employment
Questions: SIBIS A5, E01a; RIS ZAP_RD2
Source: SIBIS DMS 2002, RIS DMS 2002
Vprašanje RIS: Kolik zaposlenih v vašem podjetju dela na področju raziskav in razvoja?
Odstotek zaposlenih v podjetjih, ki delajo v raziskavah in razvoju.
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Figure 56 shows share of establishments with at least one central R&D unit. The result is 
similar as in Figure 55; in Slovenia the percentage of establishments with a formal R&D unit 
among all establishments that perform some R&D activity is also much smaller (37 %) 
compared to EU-7 (55 %). According to other observed countries, Slovenia takes the second 
worst position (only France has lower result – 34 %). Germany has the highest percentage of 
establishments with at least one central R&D unit (75 %). Greece, Great Britain and Italy 
(around 60 %) are also above EU-7 average.
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E01b: At least one central R&D unit at establishment? Yes

Figure 56 – Establishments with at least one central R&D unit.

Base: Establishments which work in R&D, N=89, weighted by employment
Questions: SIBIS A5, E03; RIS ZAP_RD3
Source: SIBIS DMS 2002, RIS DMS 2002
Vprašanje RIS: Ali imate v vašem podjetju posebno enoto, ki se ukvarja z raziskovanjem in razvojem?
Odstotek podjetij s posebno R&D enoto, med podjetji, ki delajo v R&D (odgovor 1=DA).
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We can thus summarize that in Slovenia the R&D activities are present in approximately the 
same share of companies, but they are much less formalized. In addition, much less workforce 
is involved in it.
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